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Transition of an evolving population to a new adaptive optimum is predicted to leave a signature in the distribution of effect

sizes of fixed mutations. If they affect many traits (are pleiotropic), large effect mutations should contribute more when a

population evolves to a farther adaptive peak than to a nearer peak. We tested this prediction in wild threespine stickleback fish

(Gasterosteus aculeatus) by comparing the estimated frequency of large effect genetic changes underlying evolution as the same

ancestor adapted to two lake types since the end of the ice age. A higher frequency of large effect genetic changes (quantitative

trait loci) contributed to adaptive evolution in populations that adapted to lakes representing a more distant optimum than to lakes

in which the optimum phenotype was nearer to the ancestral state. Our results also indicate that pleiotropy, not just optimum

overshoot, contributes to this difference. These results suggest that a series of adaptive improvements to a new environment

leaves a detectable mark in the genome of wild populations. Although not all assumptions of the theory are likely met in natural

systems, the prediction may be robust enough to the complexities of natural environments to be useful when forecasting adaptive

responses to large environmental changes.
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Understanding how natural selection has produced the remark-

able fits we observe between organisms and their environment

is an important task for evolutionary biologists. Although natu-

ral selection acts on phenotypic traits, evolutionary response is

determined by the genes that control these traits. Yet, we lack

answers to some of the most basic questions about the genetics of

adaptation. For example, the number of genes involved in adapta-

tion to a new environment and their magnitude of effects remain

largely unknown (Orr 1998; Phillips 2005, Barrett et al. 2006;

Hoekstra and Coyne 2007; Stinchcombe and Hoekstra 2008;

Linnen et al. 2009, Linnen and Hoekstra 2010).

According to Fisher’s geometric model of adaptation, genetic

changes of large effect are expected to contribute infrequently

to adaptation in new or changing environments (Fisher 1930,

reviewed in Orr 2005). This follows from Fisher’s assumption

that mutations likely affect many traits (i.e., are pleiotropic), with

the result that large effect changes are more likely than small-

effect changes to direct the population away from, rather than

toward, a local adaptive peak (Fisher 1930). However, theory and

laboratory experiments show that this disadvantage of large effect

mutations is lessened when a population is far from the optimal

phenotype (Orr 1998; Burch and Chao 1999; Orr 1999; Wahl and
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Figure 1. Illustration of Fisher’s geometric model of adaptation,

in which the trait means of the same ancestral population are

indicated by a blue dot in both panels. Arrows indicate two muta-

tions, one of large effect (long arrow) and the other of small effect

(short arrow). In the right panel the ancestral population begins

the process of adaptation to a distant optimum (red dot); in the

left panel the optimum (red dot) is nearer to the same ancestral

population. Black circles are contours of equal fitness, with fitness

higher inside the circle than outside. A small effect mutation is

just as likely to increase fitness in both cases, but a large effect

mutation is more likely to increase fitness when the optimum is

far (right panel) than when it is near (left panel); this difference is

enhanced with greater numbers of traits.

Krakauer 2000; Griswold and Whitlock 2003; Barrett et al. 2006;

Kassen 2009; Gifford et al 2011) (Fig. 1). Whether this prediction

is met in natural populations following an adaptive peak shift

remains untested.

A difficulty when testing the prediction in nature is the in-

ability to ensure that all assumptions of the geometric model of

adaptation are strictly met. For example, the theory assumes that

all adaptation occurs from new mutations (Fisher 1930; Orr 1998),

whereas adaptation from standing genetic variation is common

(Barrett and Schluter 2008; Renault et al. 2011). A test also re-

quires appropriate controls and replication, which are difficult to

verify in wild populations. Nevertheless, predictions concerning

the frequency of large effect mutations may be relatively robust

because unlike small effect mutations the probabilities of fixa-

tion of large effect mutations from standing variation and new

mutation are similar (Hermisson and Pennings 2005). Despite

potential limitations, tests in wild populations are vital to deter-

mining whether the theory is of any use in explaining patterns of

phenotypic evolution.

We used threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) to

test the prediction that adaptation to a phenotypic optimum far-

ther from the ancestral state, compared with an optimum nearer

to the ancestral state, will involve the fixation of a higher fre-

quency of relatively large effect genetic changes (Orr 1998).

The threespine stickleback is an ideal system because the same

ancestral marine species has colonized and adapted indepen-

dently to many new freshwater environments across the northern

hemisphere since the last ice age, within the last 20,000 years. In

freshwater, stickleback populations have repeatedly evolved re-

duced bony defensive armor and become bulkier and less stream-

lined in body shape compared to the marine ancestor (Taylor and

McPhail 1986; Bell et al. 1993; Walker 1997). Other phenotypic

changes have also evolved in parallel, such as spine position,

pelvic girdle reduction, bone shapes, and rotation of jaw elements

(Bell et al. 1993; Schluter and McPhail 1993; Walker and Bell

2000; Albert et al. 2008). Marine and freshwater populations can

be crossed to produce fertile hybrids, permitting the genetic study

of species differences (Peichel et al. 2001). Three genes of large

effect that underlie adaptive changes in specific traits in freshwa-

ter have already been identified: Ectodysplasin, controlling bony

lateral plate armor (Colosimo et al. 2005), Pitx1, controlling pres-

ence of the pelvic girdle (Shapiro et al. 2004; Chan et al. 2010),

and Kitlg, controlling pigmentation (Miller et al. 2007). How-

ever, the general circumstances under which large effect genetic

changes contribute to adaptation are unknown.

We compared the magnitude of quantitative trait loci (QTL)

effect sizes underlying shape and armor adaptation in four fresh-

water populations residing in two contrasting lake types from

coastal British Columbia, Canada, all of which formed approxi-

mately simultaneously about 12,000 years ago (Hutchinson et al.

2004). In two of these lakes, the prickly sculpin (Cottus asper)

is present, an intraguild predatory fish that preys upon stickle-

back and consumes benthic invertebrate resources (Vamosi 2003;

Ingrim et al. 2012). The remaining two lakes are physically sim-

ilar but prickly sculpin are absent. On average, stickleback in-

habiting lakes with prickly sculpin have intermediate armor and

body shape compared to the marine ancestral population (which is

more heavily armored and streamlined) and to stickleback adapted

to non-sculpin lakes (which are bulkier and have less armor)

(Fig. 2; Ingram et al., 2012). The consistency of these pheno-

typic differences between stickleback evolving in lakes with and

without sculpin suggest that the two lake types represent distinct

phenotypic optima for stickleback in freshwater, with lakes in-

habited by sculpin having a phenotypic optimum for stickleback

closer to the ancestral state than the optimum in non-sculpin lakes.

We crossed ancestral marine stickleback with fish from

sculpin-present and sculpin-absent lakes to compare the frequency

of large effect QTL underlying shape and armor adaptation in

populations residing in lakes of the two types. The advantage of

a QTL approach is that it allows estimation of effect sizes of

anonymous genes across the genome for wild populations. Al-

though QTL are not necessarily single genes or mutations, they

are a reasonable substitute in stickleback according to previous

mapping, sequencing, and transgenic experiments on the genetic

factors controlling stickleback traits in crosses of similar size,

which have implicated one or a small number of genes within
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Figure 2. Fish found in the ocean (top panel) and two contrasting freshwater lake types having distinct phenotypic optima for stickleback:

lakes with the predatory and competitive sculpin, such as Paq and Graham Lakes (middle); and lakes that lack sculpin, such as Cranby

and Hoggan Lakes (bottom). Data from Ingram et al. (2012) were used to measure the 54 landmark traits and one metric trait, pelvic

spine length, on 25 specimens from freshwater stickleback populations in lakes with (n = 5 lakes) and without (n = 9) prickly sculpin.

Three marine populations were also sampled, one of which was represented by two separate samples, one from the wild and the other

from a population reared in freshwater ponds on the campus of the University of British Columbia (Pritchard and Schluter 2001). The first

principal component accounted for over 75% of the variation among all population means. Analysis of traits was carried out in R 2.6.0.

mapped QTL regions (Shapiro et al. 2004; Colosimo et al. 2005;

Miller et al. 2007; Chan et al. 2010). The number of unique mu-

tations and fixation events producing the QTL effects detected

here cannot yet be determined for these populations and remains

a problem for further study. Nevertheless, the absence of a differ-

ence in the frequency of large effect QTL between populations

adapting to the two lake types would be sufficient grounds to

conclude that the theoretical prediction is not met. We focused on

shape and armor because they represent a suite of adaptive traits

evolving together in a similar direction from the ancestral marine

state, and because they are measured in the same units, permitting

comparison of genetic effect sizes.

Methods
SAMPLING AND EXPERIMENTAL CROSSES

All study populations were from southwestern British Columbia,

Canada. We used the anadromous marine population from the

mouth of the Little Campbell River (49◦1′4′′, 122◦45′52′′). The

two populations occurring with prickly sculpin were from Paq

Lake (49◦36′45′′, 124◦01′20′′) and Graham Lake (49◦31′00′′,
124◦45′00′′). The two populations occurring without prickly

sculpin were Cranby Lake (49◦42′00′′, 124◦30′00′′) and Hoggan

Lake (49◦09′00′′, 123◦50′00′′). Adult sticklebacks were collected

from each population using minnow traps in 2001 and brought to

the laboratory.

Our breeding design involved artificially crossing a grand

male from each freshwater lake with a grand female from the ma-

rine population to generate F1 marine-by-freshwater crosses for

each lake. This cross design maximizes the number of offspring

(due to the higher average fecundity of marine females), and gen-

erates F1 progeny carrying the marine mitochondrial genome, the

freshwater X or Y-chromosome, and both marine and freshwater

variants at all other loci. Use of a single individual from each pop-

ulation is sufficient to include all fixed autosomal differences be-

tween marine and freshwater fish, with nonfixed differences rep-

resented with probability proportional to frequency. In 2002, we

artificially crossed males and females from the same F1 families

to generate four F2 crosses for each lake (Cranby Lake, total N =
374; Paq Lake N = 374; Hoggan Lake N = 290; and Graham Lake

N = 361). All fish were raised in 27-gallon aquaria in a single

room held at 18◦C with 16 h of light per day and fed brine shrimp

and frozen blood worms to satiation daily. F2 progeny were raised

to maturity with a minimum standard length of 40 mm before be-

ing euthanized with an overdose of MS-222 and preserved in 95%

EtOH. The caudal fin was removed for DNA extraction.

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

Bony armor of preserved stickleback was stained by soaking all

specimens for 24–48 h in a 1% KOH solution containing alizarin

red followed by preservation in a 40% isopropyl alcohol solution.
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Digital photographs of the right side of each fish were taken with

a Nikon D1H camera. To quantify shape differences between

populations, we placed 27 landmarks on each photo using tps-

Dig (Rohlf 2005), as described (Albert et al. 2008) (Fig. S1). To

ensure consistency of shape coordinates among populations, land-

mark data were aligned and corrected for geometric size using the

mean Cranby orientation as our reference and rotating the land-

mark configurations from other populations to correspond to this

reference with the SHAPES library in R 2.6.0 (R Development

Team 2005). This resulted in 27 x and 27 y coordinates defining

the 54 landmark traits (Table S1).

Ethanol preservation causes bending of specimens in the ver-

tical direction, which contributes to significant shape variation.

We removed this bending effect from the 54 aligned x and y co-

ordinates of the F2 progeny with principal components analysis,

as described (Albert et al. 2008). The first eigenvector (principal

component, PC1) explained 37% of the variation and described

a U-shaped displacement upward of the most anterior and pos-

terior landmarks and a simultaneous downward displacement of

landmarks near the center of the body, consistent with the ob-

served bending of preserved specimens. PC1 failed to map to any

QTL location, consistent with previous findings and suggesting

the bending was associated with measurement error (Albert et al.

2008). We therefore deleted PC1 and the first eigenvector from

loadings to remove this source of landmark variation. The ad-

justed shape coordinates were obtained by back-transforming the

PC scores to the original 54 x and y coordinates. These error-

corrected x and y coordinates were used as the phenotypes for all

subsequent QTL analyses. We measured an additional 10 metric

traits known to differentiate marine and freshwater populations,

taking the residual values from a regression line having common

slope to adjust for differences in standard body length. We did

not include number, length, or width of lateral plates (Colosimo

et al. 2005), because these armor traits consistently have a similar

mean in lakes with and without sculpin and show no evidence

of an intermediate optimum in sculpin-present lakes. Altogether,

64 morphological traits commonly associated with adaptation to

freshwater were measured for QTL analyses (Table S1, Fig. S1).

GENETIC ANALYSIS

We isolated total genomic DNA from caudal fin clips using a

standard proteinase K phenol chloroform protocol (Sambrook

et al. 1989). We quantified DNA yield using spectrophotome-

try, standardizing all samples to 5 ng/μl, and then preserving

these samples at −20◦C. Microsatellites were amplified by poly-

merase chain reaction (PCR) with a 384-well DNA Engine®

Peltier Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad, Inc., Hercules, CA) in 5 μl re-

actions containing 5 ng of genomic DNA, 0.5 μM of each forward

and reverse primer (Table S2), 1 × PCR buffer, 0.125 mM of each

dNTP, 1.5 mM MgCl2, and 0.125U of AmpliTaq Gold polymerase

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Cycling conditions were

standardized over all loci as follows: 93◦C for 3 min, 95◦C 30 s,

59◦C 30 s, 72◦C 30 s, 5 cycles of 94◦C 30 s, 59◦C 30 s, 72◦C 30 s,

35 cycles of 90◦C 30 s, 60◦C 30 s, 72◦C 30 s, followed by 72◦C

for 10 min and then cooled to 4◦C. Electrophoresis consisted of

pooling PCR products with an internal size standard (LIZ 500 bp,

Applied Biosystems) and loading onto the Applied Biosystems

3730S Automated Sequencer. Allelic sizes (in base pairs) were

determined by reference to the internal sizing standard in the

software GENEMAPPER version 3.7 (Applied Biosystems).

We screened over 250 microsatellite loci in wild fish, grand-

parents, and F1 of each population, selecting the most informative

microsatellites for phylogenetic analysis and genetic mapping. A

total of 104 microsatellites were genotyped in wild marine and

freshwater populations to quantify the genetic distance between

marine and freshwater populations. We used the chord genetic

distance (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967), as postglacial muta-

tion has been shown to be an insignificant factor in differences in

allelic frequency variation between marine and freshwater stick-

leback populations (Taylor and McPhail 2000), and assessed the

relative demographic history of the populations by comparing

δμ2 estimates following Goldstein et al. (1999). These data also

provided an indication whether the rate of fixed differences or ex-

pected heterozygosity estimates differed at these markers among

freshwater environments. Genetic diversity estimates were calcu-

lated with ARLEQUIN version 3.0 (Excoffier et al. 2005), while

phylogenetic relationships among populations were estimated

by bootstrapping over loci in POPULATIONS version 1.2.28

(Langella 2002).

LINKAGE MAPPING AND QTL ANALYSES

A total of 96 microsatellites were genotyped in the Cranby F2,

94 in the Paq F2, 75 in the Hoggan F2, and 85 in the Graham

F2 to assemble linkage maps for each population, including a di-

agnostic marker for sex (isocitrate dehydrogenase, Peichel et al.

2004) (Table S2). The number and selection of markers in each

population were designed to minimize redundancy and maximize

genome coverage. We chose markers at intervals of approximately

15 centiMorgans (cM), sufficient for the size of genomic regions

expected to segregate in an F2 cross of the size used here (Broman

2001). Marker sets were not identical between populations, but

their coverage of regions was comparable. Linkage maps for

each cross were generated with JOINMAP 3.0 (Van Ooijen and

Voorrips 2001). We created a locus data file for each of the four

F2 families generated for each lake. We set the segregation type

to cross-pollinator (CP), which allows for up to four alleles per

locus, appropriate for outbred crosses from natural populations.

We grouped microsatellite loci into linkage groups with a log

of odds ratio (LOD) score threshold of 4.0 and created a map

using the Kosambi mapping function with a LOD threshold of 3
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(P = 0.001), a recombination threshold of 0.499, a jump threshold

of 5.0, and a triplet value of 5.0. In the rare event that orders of

markers along a linkage group differed between families, we com-

pared the data to previously established meiotic linkage groups.

In these cases, the most commonly observed order was deemed

the most likely and this fixed order was applied subsequently. For

each population, we combined the data from the separate fami-

lies to calculate an integrated map under the JOIN menu, which

uses mean recombination fractions and combined LOD scores.

Chance recombination events and biological variation can never-

theless generate differences between populations in estimates of

map distances. However, because we combined information from

different families within the same population, our maps are robust

for directly comparing QTL at similar locations between families.

We scanned both maps for QTL using the Haley–Knott (HK)

regression method (Haley and Knott 1992) implemented in R/qtl

2 with the scanqtl function (Broman et al. 2003). Genotype and

phenotype data files were created with the four-way cross format

(allowing for four alleles segregating in the F2) and imported

with the read.cross function. Genotype probabilities, needed for

interval mapping, were estimated with the calc.geneprob function

with a step size of 2 cM. We used sex as a covariate in the

HK analysis to control for sexual dimorphism in traits (Albert

et al. 2008). A population QTL map was obtained by summing

the LOD scores of separate QTL maps of its four F2 families.

We used a LOD threshold of 7.1 for QTL detection, since our

aim was to compare effect size distributions rather than to test

individual QTL. This threshold corresponds to a tail probability

of 0.001 under a chi-square distribution having 12 degrees of

freedom. This is the same tail probability as that corresponding

to a LOD threshold of 3.5 in a single cross of equivalent size

(3 df), and corresponded to a tail probability of approximately

0.10 in genome-wide permutation tests.

Effect sizes and percent variance explained (PVE) for sig-

nificant population QTL were estimated by fitting a linear model

including all significant QTL affecting a given trait with the fitqtl

function in R/qtl using 128 imputations and averaged over the

four F2 families. Under this model, the PVE (as well as the F-

values and P-values) are approximations from the LOD score.

Effect size of a QTL for a given trait was estimated as the dif-

ference between the mean of F2 genotypes homozygous for the

marine alleles and that homozygous for the freshwater alleles at

the QTL. This difference was scored as a positive effect if the

mean of the freshwater F2 genotype at the QTL was closer to

the mean of the freshwater population than was the mean of the

marine genotype (Table S1). Otherwise, the direction of QTL ef-

fect was scored as negative. We converted all QTL effect sizes to

millimeters by multiplying all of them by a constant calculated

as the mean standard length of all the fish divided by the mean

distance between the most anterior and posterior landmark co-

ordinates (x1, y1 and x17, y17). This conversion does not alter

relative sizes of landmark configurations. We divided the effect

size of metric QTL by the square root of two to account for the

greater expected average distance between a pair of landmarks in

two-dimensional metric traits (x and y) compared with a position

change in a one-dimensional shape trait (x or y). The sign of PVE

was also fixed to match the direction of the corresponding QTL

effect size.

Results
Phylogenetic and population genetic analyses of the marine

and freshwater stickleback supported geological evidence that

freshwater populations arose independently and approximately

simultaneously from the marine population (chord distance:

Marine-Paq = 0.61, Marine-Cranby = 0.61, Marine-Graham =
0.61, Marine-Hoggan = 0.62, Fst: Marine-Paq = 0.12, Marine-

Cranby = 0.11, Marine-Graham = 0.12, Marine-Hoggan =
0.14) (Fig. S2). Stepwise mutation models were also consistent

with the observation that freshwater populations were similar

in relative phylogenetic age from the marine ancestor (δμ2:

Marine-Paq = 0.29, Marine-Cranby = 0.31, Marine-Graham =
0.20, Marine-Hoggan = 0.15).

Four genetic linkage maps, two from each lake type, were

assembled from the microsatellite data (Fig. S3). We achieved

complete genome coverage over the 21 linkage groups known for

threespine stickleback with an average total map length of 993 cM

and a marker density of one microsatellite every 15 cM (average

interval size in cM between loci; Cranby = 14.9, Hoggan =
14.7 cM, Paq = 16.0, Graham = 14.0, Fig. S3, Table S2).

Although chance recombination events or biological variation

generated minor differences among maps, total map lengths were

highly similar to previously generated marine x freshwater stick-

leback maps (Peichel et al. 2001; Albert et al. 2008). We detected

multiple QTL for landmark and metric traits in all F2 crosses. The

x and y coordinates of individual landmarks always mapped to

different QTL, justifying treating them as separate traits (Albert

et al. 2008). We found 36 QTL mapping to 12 linkage groups

in the crosses with fish from sculpin-present lakes. We detected

41 QTL mapping to 13 linkage groups in the crosses with fish

from sculpin-absent lakes (Table 1).

As expected, large effect genetic changes were relatively

uncommon in both sculpin-present lakes (Paq and Graham), rep-

resenting the near optimum type (Table 1), and sculpin-absent

lakes (Cranby and Hoggan), representing the far optimum type

(Table 1). Nevertheless, the frequency of large effect QTL was

higher in stickleback adapting to the farther optimum, as judged

by a higher standard deviation of both negative and positive ge-

netic effect sizes when all traits are considered together (Fig. 3)

(two sample t-test, one-sided t = 5.169, df = 2, P = 0.018). This

difference was also significant when effect size was measured
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Table 1. Location and effect size of significant QTL for landmark (x, y), and size-adjusted metric traits (s28–s37). See Figure S1 and Table

S1 for description of traits. Lg refers to linkage group, position refers to the most likely QTL location in centiMorgans, LOD is the log of

odds ratio, and PVE is the percentage of phenotypic variance explained. Effect size and direction (positive and negative) of QTL refers to

the magnitude of change (in millimeters) when replacing two marine alleles with freshwater alleles at the QTL.

Effect size
Population Trait Lg Position LOD PVE and direction

Cranby s37 1 50 9.28 7.21 0.0035
Cranby x4 1 50 10.63 12.31 0.3357
Cranby x23 2 6 8.15 9.48 −0.0820
Cranby x26 4 44 8.95 9.06 0.1611
Cranby y4 4 44 8.26 8.52 0.0939
Cranby s32 4 46 13.99 13.98 0.3678
Cranby x3 4 46 9.21 7.15 −0.2971
Cranby s33 4 48 35.38 28.87 1.0321
Cranby s35 4 50 14.50 15.41 −0.2750
Cranby x8 4 50 10.98 11.16 0.3682
Cranby y5 4 50 17.62 18.35 0.5192
Cranby s34 4 50 46.90 40.56 1.0315
Cranby s28 4 52 12.76 13.57 0.7285
Cranby x24 4 54 13.98 14.68 0.3185
Cranby y2 7 30 7.78 8.90 −0.1388
Cranby s31 7 34 9.64 6.87 0.0105
Cranby y8 7 45 8.58 9.40 0.1117
Cranby s36 8 22 7.77 8.85 −0.0806
Cranby y6 9 16 7.83 8.62 0.0786
Cranby y12 12 30 8.12 8.95 0.0159
Cranby x12 12 36 9.74 9.60 0.1123
Cranby x11 12 40 7.84 7.57 0.0903
Cranby x17 16 27 7.75 6.34 −0.0948
Cranby x1 18 0 9.60 10.45 −0.2108
Cranby s37 18 4 12.88 10.61 −0.1786
Cranby y25 21 0 10.31 10.61 −0.0221
Cranby y26 21 0 10.03 9.97 −0.0136
Hoggan x12 1 0 8.10 9.07 −0.0951
Hoggan x17 1 0 8.63 6.44 −0.0835
Hoggan s32 4 38 11.27 15.12 0.2720
Hoggan s34 4 42 16.51 22.75 0.6804
Hoggan s33 4 42 12.92 15.74 0.9389
Hoggan y15 4 44 8.39 13.06 0.1208
Hoggan x6 4 44 8.85 11.81 0.3191
Hoggan s28 4 44 10.34 13.85 0.7743
Hoggan x25 7 34 9.77 12.83 0.1989
Hoggan x24 7 34 8.60 13.32 0.2654
Hoggan s29 12 14 9.21 10.30 −0.1171
Hoggan s28 13 16 7.65 10.50 −0.5081
Hoggan y9 19 16 7.80 9.79 0.0288
Hoggan s33 20 8 9.71 11.72 0.6897
Graham y22 1 30 7.86 8.57 0.0513
Graham x23 1 68 7.71 9.11 0.1412
Graham y5 4 50 8.48 10.29 0.3040
Graham s32 4 56 9.16 10.40 0.3018
Graham y7 4 56 7.83 8.31 0.1931

Continued.
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Table 1. Continued.

Effect size
Population Trait Lg Position LOD PVE and direction

Graham s34 4 60 10.98 11.91 0.5130
Graham y24 4 60 7.65 9.02 0.1955
Graham x24 4 62 9.51 10.63 0.2380
Graham s33 4 64 8.11 8.24 0.3758
Graham s34 9 2 10.33 12.08 0.2020
Graham s30 9 6 12.94 10.98 −0.2427
Graham s37 12 24 8.14 9.04 −0.1224
Graham y6 12 26 8.84 10.97 −0.2330
Graham y2 12 30 7.59 10.05 −0.1757
Graham x26 12 32 8.33 9.15 0.2506
Graham x5 12 40 8.22 9.66 0.1528
Graham y8 12 50 10.32 9.29 0.1474
Graham s30 12 55 9.13 7.66 0.0067
Graham y13 14 40 8.01 7.74 −0.1440
Graham y18 14 40 7.86 7.99 0.1699
Graham x25 17 32 8.01 9.49 0.2376
Graham y27 20 44 8.43 9.28 −0.1581
Paq x7 1 22 8.44 7.67 −0.1548
Paq x27 1 34 7.73 8.92 −0.2084
Paq x10 1 56 9.49 7.33 0.1963
Paq x9 1 58 8.25 8.59 0.1568
Paq x6 4 11 8.12 5.81 0.0689
Paq s29 10 40 9.16 8.17 −0.0346
Paq x16 11 22 8.68 8.23 −0.1602
Paq x25 12 38 10.03 11.07 −0.2152
Paq x6 12 44 9.52 7.72 0.2201
Paq y27 13 16 8.85 8.80 0.1025
Paq y6 13 36 9.54 10.67 0.2036
Paq s37 16 14 8.06 9.59 0.1512
Paq y24 16 14 8.05 8.60 0.1098
Paq x20 18 0 7.62 8.98 0.0077

instead as percentage of variance explained (t = 3.25, df = 2,

P = 0.042) (Fig. S4). The trend held for metric traits and land-

mark traits separately (Figs. S5, S6) but was statistically signif-

icant only for the metric traits (t = 4.406, df = 2, P = 0.024;

landmark traits: t = 0.606, df = 2, P = 0.302). All of the largest

effect genetic changes occurred in sculpin-absent lakes (e.g., the

fraction of QTL with an effect size greater than the 95% quantile

of all genetic effects: t = 7.667, df = 2, P = 0.008). Thus, the

process of adaptation in stickleback took more large steps as they

adapted to the more distant phenotypic optimum, beginning from

the marine ancestral state (Fig. 3).

Discussion
In this study we tested whether adaptation to a farther pheno-

typic optimum involved a higher frequency of large effect genetic

changes than adaptation to a nearer optimum in wild populations

of the threespine stickleback. Our test compared populations of

approximately equal age that have adapted independently to two

lake types, representing near and far morphological optima, be-

ginning from the same ancestral state at the end of the last ice age.

Previous studies of replicate populations showed that shape and

armor of stickleback has evolved in a similar direction many times

over in freshwater (e.g., Hagen and Gilberts 1973; Bell et al. 1993;

Walker 1997; Walker and Bell 2000; Cresko et al. 2004; Schluter

et al. 2004; Shapiro et al. 2004; Kimmel et al. 2005; Leinonen

et al. 2006; Albert et al. 2008; Le Rouzic et al. 2011; Kaeuffer et al.

2012), but that stickleback in lakes with the intraguild preda-

tor, prickly sculpin, evolved to a mean phenotype closer to the

ancestral state than stickleback in sculpin-absent lakes (Ingram

et al. 2012). By crossing representative freshwater populations

from the two lake types to the same marine population, we
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Figure 3. The distribution and direction of QTL effect sizes for all traits measured in freshwater stickleback populations adapting to

sculpin-absent lakes (Cranby and Hoggan) and sculpin-present lakes (Graham and Paq).

showed that populations in sculpin-absent lakes, representing the

far-optimum environment, took more large steps than populations

in sculpin-present lakes, representing the near optimum. As far as

we know, this represents the first demonstration from wild pop-

ulations of such a pattern, and is in agreement with theoretical

expectations from the geometric model of adaptation. We recog-

nize that this result is based on only four populations, two of each

lake type, and a limited number of QTL overall, and that the gen-

erality of these findings therefore requires further investigation.

Here we discuss the possible mechanisms underlying this pattern

and some alternative hypotheses to explain it.

PLEIOTROPY VERSUS OPTIMUM OVERSHOOT

The results suggest that an important assumption of the theory is

likely met in our study system. Under Fisher’s geometric model,

deleterious side effects on other traits is the main reason that large

effect mutations influencing a given trait are usually disadvanta-

geous, an outcome that is predicted to become more severe the

closer a population is to its adaptive optimum (Fisher 1930; Orr

1998). An alternative possibility is that large effect mutations are

directly maladaptive in near-optimum populations because they

cause single traits to overshoot the optimum and bring the popu-

lation farther from it (Orr 1998). In our data, the largest average

QTL effects we detected in far-optimum populations represented

0.55, 1.2, 1.6, and 2.8 times the total difference between the ances-

tral state and the mean of the near-optimum populations (numbers

are for pelvic spine length, pelvic girdle length, ascending arch

of the pelvic girdle [“y5”; Cranby Lake only], and ectocorocoid

length; Tables 1, S1). This suggests that optimum overshoot may

have contributed to the lower frequency of large effect QTL in

near-optimum populations, but that it is not the only explanation.

Except in the case of ectocorocoid length the large effect muta-

tions from the far-optimum populations on their own would, in

the near-optimum populations, have brought the ancestral popu-

lations closer to the near optimum.

While some large effect mutations may have low pleiotropy,

likely increasing their chances of being advantageous (Fisher

1930), most genetic effects fixed by selection in these stickle-

backs indeed appear to affect multiple traits. This is supported by

the high frequency of negative effect QTLs, representing fresh-

water alleles whose effect on an individual trait is opposite to the

direction of phenotypic evolution under selection (Fig. 3). It is

predicted that when selection fixes pleiotropic mutations negative

effects on individual traits occur but are compensated by positive

effects on other traits, yielding a net positive effect on fitness.

However, negative effects may also arise from stabilizing selec-

tion around the optimum if traits are polygenic (Griswold and

Whitlock 2003). Several of the QTL we discovered demonstrate

pleiotropic effects, including one on linkage group 4 responsi-

ble for the three largest QTL effects (top of ascending branch of

the pelvic girdle, pelvic girdle length, and pelvic spine length)

(Table 1). We do not yet know whether this represents a single

pleiotropic mutation or multiple linked mutations. Finally, there

are demonstrable pleiotropic effects of two previously identified
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large effect genes that underlie adaptive differences between ma-

rine and freshwater stickleback (Eda and Kitlg; Colosimo et al.

2005; Miller et al. 2007; Barrett et al. 2008; Harris et al. 2008).

Altogether, these results suggest that pleiotropy is a common fea-

ture of adaptive evolution (Otto 2004) and may therefore have

affected the distribution of effect sizes fixed during adaptation to

freshwater environments in threespine stickleback. However, we

remain cautious in this interpretation because we cannot rule out

all other possibilities.

LIMITS TO TESTING THE THEORY IN NATURE

Our results support the prediction that selection should fix a

greater proportion of large effect genetic changes when a pop-

ulation adapts to a more distant adaptive peak, but limitations

and alternatives to the theory need to be considered in light of

these findings. A simple possibility is that all stickleback popu-

lations are presently at a transient stage of a continuing process

of adaptation to an unreached distant optimum. In this case those

populations that happened to have experienced more large effect

mutations will have attained a greater distance from the ances-

tral state by the present time. However, this possibility is unlikely

because of the consistent association observed between mean phe-

notype and lake type (presence/absence of an intraguild predator)

among independent populations that is the basis of our test.

Another alternative model is that all populations have adapted

to an optimum phenotype that itself gradually moved further and

further away from the ancestral state, and that different stopping

points represent the different lake types occurring today. Perhaps

sculpin were present in all the lakes at one time, for example, but

then gradually disappeared from only some of them, shifting the

adaptive peak further from the ancestor. Under this model, only

small-effect mutations are advantageous, at least if the optima

shift gradually. It also predicts that the distribution of genetic

effect sizes should not differ between present-day environments

(Kopp and Hermisson 2007), such as our different lake types.

Our data do not agree with these expectations, but the model

cannot be ruled out because we are as yet uncertain whether single

QTL represent one fixation event or several. Perhaps, the effect

sizes of the largest effect QTL are built up of multiple smaller-

effect, linked mutations that fixed sequentially during adaptation

(McGregor et al. 2007; Bickel et al. 2011). It may be possible

to test this alternative by measuring effect sizes in populations

of different ages at different stages in the process of adapting

to a similar environment. We have not studied populations at

intermediate stages of the adaptive process.

Existing theory for the geometric model assumes that adap-

tation occurs solely by the fixation of new mutations, whereas

evolution from standing genetic variation is common in nature

(Feder et al. 2003; Barrett and Schluter 2008; Renaut et al. 2011),

including in stickleback (Colosimo et al. 2005; Miller et al 2007).

The effect of adaptation from standing variation on the predicted

distribution of effect sizes is not well studied and is beyond the

scope of the current study. It is possible that the same qualitative

predictions concerning the contribution of large effect mutations

hold when adapting from standing genetic variation as when adap-

tation occurs from new mutations. This is because the fixation

probability of large effect mutations is less affected by standing

variation than is that of small effect mutations, which are likely

to be lost when they first arise (Hermisson and Pennings 2005).

However, certain processes involving standing variation can

increase the pool of large effect advantageous mutations. In the

case of stickleback, we suspect (but do not yet have direct evi-

dence) that standing variation for alleles advantageous in fresh-

water is maintained in the marine population by gene flow be-

tween marine and freshwater populations, which hybridize where

they encounter one another in the breeding season (Colosimo

et al 2005; McCairns and Bernatchez 2010). This beneficial vari-

ation is then available to marine colonists of new freshwater en-

vironments, speeding their rate of adaptation (Schluter and Conte

2009). The process would bias the standing pool of variation to-

ward advantageous mutations, but the prediction that large effect

alleles are more likely to be advantageous in far-optimum than

in near-optimum freshwater environments should still hold. Nev-

ertheless, depending on how long allele copies remain in the sea

before being eliminated, closely linked freshwater alleles would

remain linked for a time in the marine pool, increasing the chances

that they would sweep to fixation together if present in freshwater

colonists, behaving as a single large effect allele. Over time and

across many populations, this process might allow the buildup and

preservation of large effect alleles consisting of multiple closely

linked advantageous mutations.

Conclusions
Fisher’s geometric model of adaptation reconciled Mendelian ge-

netics with Darwinian gradualism, but conflict over the number

and magnitude of the hypothesized genetic changes responsi-

ble for adaptation has persisted (Orr and Coyne 1992; Barton

1998; Orr 2005). Our finding of a higher frequency of large ef-

fect genetic changes in the population with a farther optimum

may help to explain why genes of large effect are sometimes,

but not always, found to contribute to adaptive differences be-

tween populations (Bradshaw et al. 1998; Burch and Chao 1999;

Sawamura et al. 2000; Bernatchez et al. 2010). Adaptive peak

shifts precipitated by rapid environmental change may be com-

mon in contemporary evolutionary scenarios. Despite potential

limitations of current theory and the complexities of natural en-

vironments, these results demonstrate that it is essential to eval-

uate predictions of the geometric model in natural populations.

To this end, our study demonstrates that theory can predict the
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circumstances under which genes of large effect might be advan-

tageous in nature.
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